
How to Use:

How do I use the 3D window to explore the body?

Left Click: To move the camera around. (click and drag)

To select an object.

To bring the focus to an object. (double click)

Scroll Wheel: To zoom in and out.

To zoom up and down (click and drag)

Right Click: To see the definition of the selected part.*

To see more information on the selected part.*

*You need to be actively in the free explore 
section for these features to work.

Remove Button: Sets the selected object to be invisible.

Transparency Button: Sets the selected object to be transparent.
-set level of transparency
-if object is transparent, it will change object to 
be opaque.

Isolate Button: Sets all objects to be invisible with the exception 
of the selected object.

Undo Button: Undoes the last action in the 3D window.

Refresh Button: Resets the visibility of all objects.

Zoom Slider: Move slider left to zoom in. 
Move slider right to zoom out.



Panning Slider: Move slider up to view the upper part of the 
body.
Move slider down to view the lower part of the 
body.

How do I use the glossary?
Type in a search term in the glossary. Possible matches will automatically show in a drop down list. 
Choose one of the matches or continue typing the glossary term that you would like to search for. Click 
enter or press the search button. The glossary term's definition will show in the space beneath the search 
box.

How do I use the notes/questions feature?
Click the button for notes or questions. Click in the area that says “Click to add a note.” Type in your note 
and press enter. Press esc to cancel a note.
**The notes and questions are personal notes and questions that you have during the program. The 
separation of notes and questions is for your organizational purposes.

What does the Lesson button do?
The lesson button is a drop down menu. Choose a section underneath “lesson” to skip to a section.

What does the Help button do?
An FAQ section and tutorial/demo videos are accessible through the drop down menu under help.


